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Preamble:
The cosmic obsession or the tendency around the world is one of the philosophers'
tasks since Greece and within their lofty and grand goals and objectives. This was
manifested in the Plato Republic, which was bent towards what is normative, what
should both the public and the private existence have in common with the concept of
universal happiness. We point it out in a different cultural context, i.e., in the ArabIslamic culture through the second teacher, Al-Farabi, who emphasized the need to
circumvent the core normative values for a better future for humanity.
The relationship of knowledge to the authority embodied by the excellence of
Aristotle and Alexander the Great in this period and through which the spread of
Greek thought, taking advantage of other cultures and civilizations in the East and
West, is that the philosophers committed the politicians through their eternal travels
to various parts of the world, which we saw through Plato's visit To the temple of Ain
Shams in Egypt, and the pilgrimage of most thinkers and ancient philosophers to the
Bibliotheca Alexandrina, which is a distinctive mark on the universality of Greek
philosophy and politics in its time.
The West has waited many centuries to restore the idea of cosmic consciousness
within its philosophical projects. Kant calls for the universality of peace and its
universality through his book “Perpetual Peace Project”, this is the attempt of his
fellow philosopher Hegel to make the controversy : cosmic and universal. The cosmic
projects are subsequently pursued through the phenomenology of Husserl, which
seeks to find the perfect science to save the world from the meaningless of
politic, war and technology. The philosophical ideas and projects are then followed
by the possibility of establishing new, more powerful cosmic projects that were
manifested this time in Gadamer's hermeneutics ,Habermas's theory of
communicative action, Responsibility of Jonas and Ricoeur's Otherness,
united the purpose behind all these projects in the search for what is normative, what
should be, without forgetting what science has presented in its practical application to
provide what is better for the cosmic human being (universal) through a set of applied
scientific philosophies. Its goal is the harmony of human being with himself, and the
other being or with his existence . The main challenge of philosophy now is centred
on everything that is human and cosmic, and Criticism may have been the first
characteristic of these transformations that accompanied philosophy / human being.

Themes:
1 - Civilizational criticism and cosmic values
- The cosmopolitan city between reality and possibility
- Civilizational criticism and the crisis of meaning
- Civilizational criticism and human rights
- Civilizational criticism and the question of individuality
2 - Philosophy, coexistence and ways of living in peace in the context of cosmic
difference
- philosophy and hospitality
- Philosophy and cultural criticism
-Dialogue of Civilizations
- Dialogue of religions
3 - Practical philosophy and the current major questions
- Environment
- Biotics
- Health
-Artificial intelligence
- Cybernetics
- Environmental transformations
- Question of quality of life between reality and possibility
- Global economy and cultural differences
- Health economics and market values
4 - philosophy and the idea of cosmic in Western Philosophy
- Ancient and Middle Philosophy
- Modern and contemporary philosophy
5- Philosophy and the Cosmic Project in Arab-Islamic Philosophy and Science
- Philosophy and Mathematics
- Philosophy and Physics
- Philosophy and biology
- Philosophy and chemistry
- Philosophy and sociology
- Philosophy and translation
6. Philosophy and the global security challenges
- World peace, truth or utopia
- Philosophy and Global Terrorism
- Philosophy and global anti-crime organizations
- Philosophy and Cybercrime
- Philosophy and strategic security
- Migration and social imagination
- Migration and the reality of global security
7. Philosophy and Non-Philosophy
- Philosophy and theater
- Philosophy and Cinema
- Philosophy and novel
- Philosophy and story
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Name and Surname:
Occupation:
Original Institution (University):
Scientific specialization
Country
Laboratory research
Mobile Phone (Mobile Phone)
E-mail
Axis of intervention (necessary)
Tittle of the intervention:
Summary of the intervention: (within 300 words)
key words: 1;2;3;4;5…

Sample:

The title is in Arabic or French (Traditional Arabic (16)
(Traditional Arabic (16) Article Title in English

Full name of the first researcher * 1, full name of the second researcher 2
1 Institution of full affiliation (Faculty, university, country)
2 Foundation of full affiliation (Faculty, university, country)
Summary of the intervention: (within 300 words)
key words: 1;2;3;4;5…
Researcher Name …….@..........,(A professor in a university institution),
a student (in the preparation of a doctorate), a researcher (with a doctorate)
The address of the research laboratory and the institution of affiliation

Terms of participation:

. - The subject submitted should be original, as it has never been published in any magazine, book or other.
. - Note: All expenses on the responsibility of the participant, the conference shall not bear expenses
.
(ticket, accommodation ... etc)

Important dates:
-Deadline for receipt of abstract interventions: 15 September 2019
- Deadline for reply to accepted abstracts: 30 September 2019
-Deadline for receipt of full interventions: 20 November 2019
- All abstracts are sent and answered by the following e-mail:
LABO :Lssmp@univ-oran2.dz
BENDOUKHA Hicham : hichembendoukha@yahoo.fr
ABDELILLAH Adel : a.abdellilah@live.fr
MAHDJOUR Noura : noramahdjour@gmail.com

